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국문초록

본 연구는 지역성이라는 관점에서 현대 조경의 경향을 조망하고, 지역성 구현을 위한 실천 전략을 발견하고자 하는

것이 목적이다. 현대 조경은 지역적 가치에서 가능성을 발견하고 재해석하여 정체성을 만들어 나가는 경향을 나타내고

있다. 이러한 경향은 다음과 같이 분류할 수 있다.

첫째, 지역성은 자연-문화-도시의 통합 매체로서 재조명되고 있다. 경관은 시간적, 공간적 연속성을 내포하고 있는

개념으로 땅과 지역 정체성에 관한 문제이기 때문이다. 둘째, 지역성은 설계자에 의해 재해석되고 재창조되고 있다.

조경가들은 땅과 장소의 기억을 지우고, 새로운 개념을 투사하기보다는 기억과 흔적을 재생한다. 이는 공간 형태의 디자인

보다는 시간적 연속성을 공간화하는 경향으로 나타난다. 셋째, 현대조경은 대상지를 백지상태가 아니라 양피지로 간주한

다. 이는 대상지의 지형적․지질학적 지층이나, 자연적․생태적 과정과 토지 이용의 변천 과정과 같은 공간적 지문을

시각적 요소로 구체화하는 경향으로 나타난다. 넷째, 현대 조경은 대상지를 분석적으로 접근하는 것이 아니라, 구축적으로

접근한다. 이는 대상지의 지질학적․고고학적 기억과 생태적 과정을 경관적으로 재현하는 경향으로 나타난다.

차별성은 현대조경의 설계 전략으로 강조되고 있다. 지역성은 차별화를 통해서만 형성되는 것이 아니라, 지역의

연속성과 상호 작용을 통해서 형성된다. 이런 측면에서 지역성 구현을 위한 실천적 설계 전략으로의 다음과 같은 가능성을

모색할 수 있었다.

첫째, 대지 구축적 접근 방법은 대상지에서 가능성을 발견하고, 대지를 구축적으로 표현함으로써 지역성 강화에

기여하는 실천적 가능성을 가진다. 그 땅의 기억과 조건이 모두 다른 대상지는 모두 다른 정체성을 가진다고 할 수

있다. 둘째, 지역의 연속성은 그 자체로 비교 우위를 가지는 것으로 설계 유전자의 진원이다. 설계 행위는 백지상태의

창조적 형태의 실험이 아니라, 지역의 연속성이라는 밑그림을 토대로 전개하는 발전적 실천 행위로 이해한다. 물론,

이러한 접근 방법은 절대적일 수 없으며, 적지 않는 한계를 가진다. 또 다른 관점에서 접근 방법 모색도 필요하고, 실천

전략 모색도 필요하다.

주제어 : 경향, 대지 구축적 접근, 설계 전략, 연속성, 지역적 가치, 정체성, 차별성
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ABSTRACT

This paper has attempted to reexamine current international circumstance and the meaning of regionality and discover

the practical design strategy in the process of observing the trend of contemporary landscape architecture from the perspective

of regionality. Contemporary landscape architecture has started to discover possibility in the local value and create identity.

This tendency can be classified as follows:

First, regionality is re-examined as a medium which can integrate nature, culture and city. As a concept which contains

time and spatial continuity, landscape is a matter of the identity of land and area. Second, regionality has been reinterpreted

and recreated by designers. Landscape designers attempt to restore the past memories and traces instead of adding a new

concept after erasing previous physical features. This design attitude has spatialized time continuity. Third, site is seen

as a palimpsest, not tabula rasa in contemporary landscape architecture. It has been attempted to visually materialize the

natural and ecological processes and spatial features. Fourth, site is approached in a tectonic approach instead of analytical

approach. It is attempted to organize and restore the geological and archeological memories and ecological processes.

Differentiation has emerged as a critical design strategy in contemporary landscape architecture. However, regionality

is also formed through an interaction with continuity as well as through differentiation. In this sense, the following possibilities

can be reviewed as practical design strategies to realize regionality:

First, a terra-tectonic approach discovers and selects possibility in the site and expresses the site, creating practical

possibility which strengthens regionality. If the memory and conditions of the site are different, the identity would different

as well. Second, continuity of region itself is a gene pool with comparative advantage. As a rough sketch of design, it

acts as a loose conformity on designers' experience and practice. Of course, this approach is not absolute with some limitations.

It is necessary to explore practical strategies.

Key Words : Tendency, Terra-tectonic Approach, Design Strategy, Continuity, Local Value, Identity, Differentiation

Ⅰ. Introduction

In the age of globalization, contemporary landscape archi-

tecture cannot be free from market. According to the study

by Harvey(1989), globalization accelerates the circulation of

goods and capital, brings change in traditional industries and

intensifies competition. Therefore, world regions and cities

have strengthened their characteristics and established their

own identity. Then, the regional competitiveness has been

improved by marketing the regions and cities. The brown

fields such as slum area, unused port and post industrial areas

are regenerated into charming places. The major trend in

contemporary landscape architecture focuses on ‘regionality'

and develops it into ‘globality' through new design concept

and strategy and regeneration. Hence, it is important to

investigate the trend of contemporary landscape architecture

from the perspective of regionality and examine the meaning

of regionality to understand current phenomena and prepare

the future.

This paper is aimed to examine international circumstances

and contemporary landscape architecture from the perspective

of regional differences and search for the practical design

strategies by summarizing the meaning of regionality in con-

temporary landscape architecture. In the process, the practical

design language and discourse which are the base for deve-

lopment of landscape design would be formed.

According to Appadurai(1996: 37-59) who proved that

globalization brings localization first said, “the central feature

of global culture today is the politics of the mutual effort of

sameness and difference to cannibalize one another and thus

to proclaim their successful hijacking of the twin enlightenment

ideas of the triumphantly universal and the resiliently particular."

The regionality in the current epoch of globalization could be

cultural differentiation strategies which represent horizontal

difference and location differentiation strategy as well. In

addition, it would be a matter of inter-relations between the

West and non-West or globalism and regionality.

Therefore, this paper has attempted to reveal the tendency
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of contemporary landscape architecture based on inter relatio-

nality such as oneness-difference, globalism-regionalism, memory

erasing-regenerating, and extinction-repatriation of difference.

This approach is similar to the method by Meyer(2000) who

investigated the tendency and major issues of contemporary

landscape architecture with two approaches; ecological &

scientific approach and artistic approach.

Ⅱ. Globalization Era, Meaning of Regionality

There are two different views on current globalization.

Globalization is viewed as a new chance for formation of a

homogeneous community and regional or national develop-

ment. On the other hand, globalization is also viewed as a

warning on the loss of regional or national identity.

According to the first perspective, globalization is viewed as

‘destruction of regionality' along with distinction of street.

Thanks to dramatic advancement in transportation, communi-

cation and media, in other words, ‘time-space compression

(Harvey, 1989)’ has taken place. In addition, capitalism has

spread around the globe, and world market has become

borderless. As a result, a role of nation has become less

important, and a concept of region and place has become

meaningless. Appadurai(1996: 54) and Zukin(1995: 128) insisted

globalization as McDonaldization and Disneyization respectively.

In other words, countries around the world have become

similar, and old community such as nationality, race and

regionality has started to collapse.

According to the second view, on the contrary, it appears

that regional differences would become much stronger. An

economic geographer Sassen(1999) insisted that as the flow

of capital, technology, labor and information becomes more

liberal, the competition between cities and places would

become more intense. As a result, ‘place' would draw great

attention from the public as a new growth engine. According

to author contention, region and place are still very critical

elements for identity. In the future, multi-dimensionalization

and dimensionalization would become important in regional

differences(Castells, 1996). Sassen(1999) insists that globalization

does not mean just homogenization between regions but

formation of distinctive places in the process of homogenization.

A concept of region is differently understood depending on

field and perspective. For example, humanists see ‘region' as

the origin of identity and meaning(Leem and Ryu, 2007).

According to Relph(1976: 49-56), ‘region' is a space. He

defined a place as the interrelations among three elements;

physical setting, action and meaning. He believed that the

meaning given to a place by an individual develops into a

socially agreed common identity. An architectural theorist

Schulz(1979: 27) interprets the origin of identity which

decides the nature of a place using the concept of ‘Genius

Loci'1). As Heidegger mentioned ‘Together-In-Sein,' a region

is ‘the site of existence' in which innate characteristics

exist(Heidegger, 1952; trans., Oh and Min, 1996: 41). A

cultural & social geographer Harvey advocates a concept of

‘Genius Loci.' He understands a place as an entity which is

shaped in the time and space frame through social and

ecological processes(Neill, 2003: 13). Under these perspectives,

a region is viewed as a scope of existence which contains its

own distinctive identity.

A concept of 'difference' was first introduced by French

philosophers so called post-structuralists. They developed a

proposition of ‘language is a system of difference' based on

‘Ferdinand de Saussure' and introduced a concept of ‘diffe-

rence.' They also interpreted identity as a concept which

keeps changing and being created by liberalizing ‘difference'

which would have been confined in homogeneity in con-

ventional philosophy. Gianni Vattimo believes that this concept

of difference originated from Martin Heidegger's ‘ontological

difference’. According ‘Identity and Difference' written by

Martin Heidegger, existence is produced by ‘difference' among

entities(Heidegger, 1952; trans., Oh and Min, 1996: 41).

Furthermore, Jacques Derrida thinks that difference only exists

without true nature. He insists, ‘Righteousness is materialized

through the motion of difference only. What matters is

difference. There is nothing that is prior to difference(Welsch,

1997: 329-374).'

The perspective in which difference is understood as funda-

mental phenomenon has become the basis in plural philosophy

during the postmodern era. In contemporary landscape design

as well, a tendency to focus on distinctiveness has been

observed(Choi, 2008). However, the attitude which emphasizes

‘difference' only by ignoring homogeneity has accelerated the

erosion of traditional values and identity and offered a chance

to reexamine identity. A British cultural theorist Hall(1994:

393-4) categorized identity into ‘identity as oneness' which is

formed from the past and ‘identity as discontinuous points of

identification’. He proved that both the former and the latter
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exist and are necessary. Culture is not a one-way trans-

mission from one country to the other. New culture is

accepted and created through interactions.

Ⅲ. Regionality in Contemporary Landscape

Architecture

1. Extinction and Repatriation of Differences

In the modernism landscape architecture which ‘newness’ is

pursued, regional tradition and values were disrespected. In

modernism, it is interpreted that discontinuation of the past

and destruction of tradition were inevitable. Oldness and

newness were not interrelated to each other, causing a loss of

the distinctiveness and identity of local culture.

Thomas Church, a pioneer in the American modernist

landscape, attempted an abstract painting of visual space,

which is similar to surrealist arts in Dewey Donnell House

Garden. Garrett Eckbo emphasized functional zoning and

enclosed structure in landscape space. Dan Kiley created

landscape works through repetitive patterns using geometry

and grid. As mentioned above, the modernist landscape has

focused on creating new values through introduction of new

materials and morphological experiment, ignoring continuance

such as local difference, tradition and historical patterns.

Meyer(2000) classified modern landscape into two flows;

scientific & ecological approach (Ian McHarg) and artistic

approach (Peter Walker). Based on their own fixed concept,

they developed in antagonistic relationship. The scientific &

ecological methodology was criticized because it developed

opposing relations such as city-nature, ecology-culture and

science-art(Meyer, 2000; Mossop, 2006). The ecological approach

focused on the scientific analysis and rational evaluation of

local values, which has made it hard to detect geological and

archeological continuity or potential. On the contrary, the

artistic landscape was developed by famous designers such as

Michael Van Valkenburgh, Peter Walker, Martha Schwartz

and Lauri Olin. They were more interested in expressing their

self-consciousness through morphological experiments than

discovering local difference with respect.

In contrast, there were artists who emphasized local tradition

and cultural continuance, fighting against universalism even

in the modernist landscape. Luis Barragan is known as a

great artist who created poetic space using contemporary

techniques after extracting images from all eras in Mexico

(Curtis, 1982). A simple geometrical configuration of his

major themes such as wall, color and light is based on the

folk architecture of Mexico and the houses and churches

during the Spanish colonial period(Frampton, 1980). Roberto

Burl Marx is an artist who has attempted to mix European

art and modernist avant-garde with the various traditions of

Brazilian culture. He examined and collected native plants in

Brazil and created unique landscape just like painting with

plants. Isamu Noguchi's designs contain the characteristics of

the West and the East by adding modernism to Japanese Zen

garden.

In contemporary landscape architecture, identity has been

developed by discovering and reinterpreting possibility in the

land(Reed, 2005). Historical aspect has been reevaluated after

the regional historical and geographical continuance is emphasized

in the landscape design due to the influence of post

modernism(Lyall, 1991). Environment Art and Land Art(earth

works) since emerged in the 1970s have handled environmental

destruction and pollution. In fact, they have aroused people's

interest in nature and landscape. George Hargreaves observed

change in the target site and emphasized ‘open composition'

to express physicality(ex: light and water movement, flow of

wind, etc.) and cultural narrative in his works. He arranged

by-products of the post industrial era such as telegraph poles

and median strips in Byxbee Park(Palo Alto, California) in

harmony with surroundings and made it possible for visitors

to experience the delicate change of nature(Refer to Figure 1).

The Duisburg- Nord Landscape Park(Peter Latz, Germany)

shows that historical trace is the basis of regionality in the

present and in the future(Reed, 2005). In fact, the industrial

past would become an extant souvenir(Refer to Figure 2). A

park is not new design on the cleared site but invigoration into

the existing facilities by advertising the historical values of the

site.

Figure 1. Byxbee Park, Pole Field,

Palo Alto, California

Source: www.rhorii.com/PABaylands

Figure 2. Climbing in Duiburg -

Nord Landscape Park

Source: Choi, J. M.
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2. Design Strategies for Regionality in Contemporary

Landscape Architecture

1) Integrate Nature-Culture-City

Regionality has been reinterpreted as a medium which can

overcome dichotomous opposition and integrate nature, culture

and city. Modern landscape has not properly handled urban

problems because of the antagonistic relationships(ex: city-

nature, ecology-culture, science-art, etc.). Landscape has emerged

as a solution to these problems. In fact, landscape is a matter

of land and local value which contain time and spatial con-

tinuity. In modern landscape, after all, the basis to eliminate

the dichotomous opposition and reduce urban problems is

found in regionality.

Peter Eisenman and Laurie Olin have attempted to find

new relationship between nature and city through convergence

in Rebstock Park(www.rebstockpark-ffm.de). According to

the Rebstock Park master plan, it is attempted to create an

urban and at the same time rural place by overlapping urban

elements (ex: houses, parking lot, shops, etc.) with agricultural

landscape (ex: orchard, pasture, forest, waterway, etc., Refer

to Figure 3). It is intended to show that regionality is formed

through reorganization of city and nature after overlapping

heterogenous elements(Czerniak, 2006:112-3). In other words,

a future direction on how to establish the relationship with

the new city is proposed. Catherine Mosbach has attempted to

combine land, nature, ecology and culture by applying 11

models which have restored the conditions, topography and

vegetation of Bordeaux to urban spaces(Refer to Figure 4).

2) Spatialization of Time Continuity

Regionality is not just enjoying the given but reanalyzing

and recreating a new one by a designer. The cultural and

spatial memories such as local history, tradition and customs

Figure 3. To create an urban

and rural place by

overlapping each other

Source: www.rebstockpark-ffm.de

Figure 4. To combine nature and

culture by representing

characteristics of region

Source: Google Earth

become the basis for regionality. Instead of examining a new

design concept by eliminating the memory of land and place,

to regenerate memory and trace. Landscape Architects focus

on the spatialization of time continuity instead of spatial shape

design.

Martha Schwartz who has examined geometrical shapes

has introduced devices which can express the time and spatial

continuity of Manchester at Exchange Square(Manchester,

1998-2000) and recreated regionality. The blue bench(train)

on the horizontal stripes reminds us of regional industrial

continuity(Refer to Figure 5) while the hanging ditch at the

border of the square is 'the trace of waterway' in the past

(Reed, 2005:18).

Schouwburg Plein in Rotterdam(west8, Refer to Figure 6)

is a typical case which reveals the surface strategy of

landscape urbanism such as non-programmed use, thickening

and new materials(Wall, 1999). The designer(west8) was

interested in how to create distinctive identity in the artificial

square. He discovered the clue in the local context. In other

words, it started with the regionality that Rotterdam is the

biggest port in Europe. Schouwburg Plein has a shape of

deck in the Rotterdam Port(Reed, 2005:17). With the cargo

crane in the Rotterdam Port as a motive, a red lighting mast

was planned in the square. On the floor was engraved the

Map of Rotterdam City to prove that regional differences was

the clue of design, and Schouwburg Plein has spatial con-

tinuance. Even though Schouwburg Plein is an artificial

square with no time continuity, a designer has discovered a

clue in the spatial context and created a space which is

spatially connected with the city.

In contemporary landscape architecture, ‘region' is taken as

‘palimpsest’2). Palimpsest has unique factors that have made

a big contribution to cultural expressions and formation of

particular landscape. The natural and ecological processes(ex:

Figure 5. Blue bench(train)

reminds us of regional

industrial continuity

Source: Reed, 2005

Figure 6. Schouwburg Plein has

a shape of deck in

the Rotterdam Port

Source: ⓒChoi, J. M.
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topographical & geological layers or plants in the target site,

light, wind, etc.) and spatial features(ex: change in the use

of land) are materialized into time elements.

3) From Site-Analysis to Terra-Tectonic3)

In contemporary landscape architecture, terra-tectonic approach

is emphasized in site-analysis process. Then, regionality is

formed. Recently, it has been attempted to express the

natural phenomena and ecological process of land(ex: erosion

and succession of unique local landscape, natural phenomena

of land, etc.) as a factor of design(Mossop, 2006: 165). It is

‘a building approach' from a perspective that landscape is

developed by emphasizing geological and archeological memories

and ecological process instead of analysis with the scientific,

visual and ecological aspects.

In terms of characteristics of South-East Coastal Park and

Auditoriums in Barcelona, which was designed by Foreign

Office Architects(FOA), dramatic and innovative management

of the site conditions is expected. The bow-shaped precast

tile is the reminiscent of traditional Catalonian mosaic(Refer

to Figure 7). These innovative concept and landscape are not

morphological experiment on the white paper. Instead, the

uniqueness of a target site is materialized with Sensitively.

From the aspect that design is developed on the target site,

the designs of Peter Eisenman and Hargreaves are similar

(Czerniak, 2006). In the Guadalupe River Park(San Jose,

California) project, George Hargreaves learned natural power

and hydraulic processes instead of just analyzing the site and

examined how this mechanism creates a shape of river, which

is the logical design base and strategy. An abstract shape is

induced through experiments. The implemented shape accepts

diverse uses and become the ground to control flood(Refer to

Figure 8).

The E. M. B. T.(EMBT) stationed in Barcelona, Spain has

discovered a clue of design in the interest in local traditional

culture and local site. They revealed a design concept which

creates highland by re-contouring large topography in the

design of ‘Orange County Great Park(El Toro, Irvine, California).’

Exercise facilities are installed on the flat site, and a large

lake and tufted park are developed in the center. A new

ecosystem is created in the site through the re-contouring

(Refer to Figure 9). The EMBT also proposed this terra-

tectonic works at International Design Competition for Seoul

Yeouido Riverside Park 2007. They collaged the topography

Figure 7. South-East Coastal

Park in Barcelona

Source: Reed, 2005

Figure 8. Guadalupe River Park

(San Jose, California)

Source: www.hargreaves.com

Figure 9. Model of Orange

County Great Park, El

Toro, Irvine, California

Source: www.ocgp.org

Figure 10. Model for Seoul

Yeouido Riverside

Park, EMBT

Source: ⓒChoi, J. M.

of Seoul based on traditional landscape paintings and made

riverside park edges. They also created the undulation of

topography and reinterpreted it as the line which connects the

sites. These edges created in different levels will have multi

contact sides. The topography and waterside with different

levels will form landscape identity based on different functions

(Refer to Figure 10).

As described above, old local tradition is not dumped for a

new attempt in contemporary landscape architecture. Instead,

local context is newly analyzed as a clue of design and

reinterpreted as regionality based on local values and context,

which in turn keeps creating ‘difference’.

Ⅳ. Interpretation of Meaning and Strategies

of Regionality in Contemporary Landscape

Design

As the result of history, regionality has the meaning of

‘continuity'. The continuity has played a role of ‘rough sketch'

in design just like natural and ecological process and historical
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and cultural memory. Continuity itself creates difference.

Therefore, a concept of continuity is an important code to

practical approach for realization of identity. In fact, con-

tinuity can be divided into time and spatial continuity.

First, time continuity refers to the integrated entity of time

like local history and culture, which becomes cultural memory

to designers. The cultural memory influences behavior un-

wittingly or intentionally and plays as ‘potential power' which

leads the present. It also becomes the basis for future creative

activities(Zoh and Kim, 2001: 86). Second, spatial continuity

refers to local ecological process and spatial context. In general,

ecological process means natural factors in the region. It is

formed through accumulation of time. The spatial context

refers to topography which is the time layer of land, archeo-

logical nature of soil, use of land in the past and present,

urban and local contexts and landscape which is formed through

the accumulation of time(Girot, 2006: 89-91). Landscape has

emerged as a major issue in contemporary landscape architecture.

In fact, the trend can be interpreted as criticism on the

attitude which has handled land in an analytical, visual and

morphological manner.

However, regionality is not formed by local oneness only

such as continuity. It finally appears when ‘openness' is available

along with continuity. In other words, it should open to con-

temporary circumstances instead of staying in local distinctive-

ness. If continuity is only focused, creativity could be damaged.

The dichotomous opposition(ex: city-nature, science-art and

ecology-culture) in contemporary landscape architecture has

focused on expansion of power only with a lack of concern

about ‘openness' which admits ‘difference.'

Continuity and openness do not work independently. They

are inter-complementary and integrated as regionality. In

contemporary landscape architecture, regionality exists as time

and spatial continuity. It is also understood as a process of

creating another difference under the ‘difference' which has

appeared through openness.

With the change of era, definition changes as well. However,

the basic definition that landscape is a field of study which

handles ‘land' would not change. The site’s unique properties

are sources for design logic and expression. Architect Carol

Burns classified land into ‘cleared site' and 'constructed site.'

Carol Burns emphasized the active attitude to construct the

site and practical operation instead of arranging the site

(Czerniak, 2006). In an aspect that the site itself is interested,

terra-tectonic approach is site-specificity. However, while

site-centered thought is interested in expressing the site in an

analytical and formative manner, terra-tectonic approach has

attempted to induce design logic from the physical features

from the landscape perspective. In other words, tactile aspect

was emphasized along with the visual aspect of the site. The

terra-tectonic approach also appears as topological analysis

and conceptual interest depending on a designer's analysis.

The local continuity is remembered as ‘cultural memory' to

designers. Designers recall and materialize cultural memories.

However, they are future-oriented instead of recalling the

past. Cultural memory becomes the criteria for rational selection

instead of self-will experiment which is remote from the site.

This concept is applied to artist-oriented deconstructionists.

Bernard Tschumi's Parc de La Villette(1982) was a piece

of work which deconstructed a traditional concept of park. He

configured a park and deconstructed a traditional park by

overlapping dot, line and side, which has never been attempted

in previous Olmsted-style parks. However, the point-line-

a: Parc de La Villette

Source: http://www.archdaily.com/92321

b: Le Notre Garden at versailles

Source: ⓒChoi, J. M.

Figure 11. Parc de La Villette(1982) and versailles(17th century)

a: Parc André Citroën

Source: http://www.cool-cities.

com/parc-andre-citroen

b: Chateau de Marly 1724

Source: www.everycastle.com/

Chateau-de-Marly

Figure 12. Parc André Citroën(1990) and Chateau de Marly(1724)
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plane system was greatly similar to traditional French garden

styles(Refer to Figure 11, 12). The promenade which vertically

passes through the center of the park reminded of the strong

axis of French garden. The waterway which flows through

horizontally looks like a long waterway in Le Notre Garden in

the 17th century. The radiant axes which pass through the

site and Garden Vista which is developed along the long

roadside trees remind of the Gardens of Versailles(Zoh, 1998).

The catch-phrase of Citroen Park which drew great attention

from the public during the same period of La Villette Park

was ‘Not French, Not English either'(Hunt, 2002). In other

words, they attempted to propose a new park by refusing to

follow English picturesque styles and keeping distance from

traditional Andre Le Notre style. Later, Citroen Park was

criticized because it eliminated all traces of the past(motor

factory) but the name. However, the plan of the park

contains the tradition of French garden, which reminds of

‘Marly le Roi': Louis XIV(Hunt, 2002). After all, it can be

estimated that French garden tradition was cultural memory

to designers. In other words, designers have deconstructed

tradition in terms of consciousness, they have failed to deconstruct

cultural memories.

Ⅴ. Conclusion

This paper has attempted to reexamine current international

circumstance and the meaning of regionality and discover the

meaning of local values and the practical design strategy in

the process of observing the trend of contemporary landscape

architecture from the perspective of regionality. Because land-

scape covers local issues such as land and place, it has never

been completely excluded throughout all times. However, local

values have been ignored by landscape designers in modern

times.

Contemporary landscape architecture has started to discover

possibility in the land and place and create identity gradually.

This trend slightly varies depending on the characteristics of

project and a designer's propensity, common interests can be

classified as follows:

First, regionality is reexamined as a medium which can

overcome dichotomous opposition and integrate nature, culture

and city. Even though contemporary landscape architecture

has developed through antagonistic relationship(city-nature,

ecology-culture, science-art), it has failed to properly handle

urban problems. As a solution to these problems, landscape

has emerged. As a concept which contains time and spatial

continuity, landscape is a matter of the identity of land and

area. After all, regionality has become a key to eliminate

dichotomous structure and reduce urban problems.

Second, regionality has been reinterpreted and recreated by

designers. The cultural and spatial continuity such as local

history and tradition is the basis to create regionality. Landscape

designers attempt to restore the past memories and traces

instead of adding a new concept after erasing previous physical

features. This attitude has spatialized time continuity.

Third, site is seen as a palimpsest, not tabula rasa in

contemporary landscape architecture. It has been attempted

to visually materialize the natural and ecological processes(ex:

topographical & geological layers or plants in the site, light,

wind, etc.) and spatial features(ex: change in the use of land).

This trend reveals as synesthesia design which stimulates

tactile properties.

Fourth, site is approached in a tectonic approach instead of

analytical approach. It is attempted to organize and restore

the geological and archeological memories and ecological pro-

cesses.

Contemporary landscape architecture is closely related with

ideology, market economy, industrial structure and political,

economic, social and cultural phenomena. In fact, it has

become a major marketing strategy to strengthen local com-

petitiveness through placeness differentiation. Therefore, ‘diffe-

rentiation' has emerged as a critical design strategy in con-

temporary landscape architecture. However, regionality is also

formed through an interaction with continuity as well as

through differentiation.

A concern about regionality is a matter of attitude and

design method on land and place in contemporary landscape

architecture. Landscape has a great potential to create local

values compared to other fields and requires local uniqueness.

Contemporary landscape architecture should be able to recover

the relationship with ‘land' and revitalize the life of the locals.

In this sense, the following possibilities can be reviewed as

practical design strategies to realize regionality:

First, a terra-tectonic approach discovers and selects possi-

bility in the site and expresses the site, creating practical

possibility which strengthens regionality. If the memory and

conditions of the site are different, the identity would different

as well(Pollak, 2006:128). Instead of projecting their ideas to
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the site, designers attempt to discover and materialize an idea

in the site.

Second, ‘continuity' itself(ex: natural and ecological processes

and historical and cultural memories) is a gene pool with

comparative advantage. As a rough sketch of design, it acts

as a loose conformity on designers' experience and practice.

According to Alvaro Siza who said “architects don't invent

anything; they transform reality," as act of design is not a

creative experiment but a developmental practice based on

the rough drawing of 'regionality.'

Of course, this approach is not absolute with some limitations.

It is necessary to explore practical strategies. This is left to be

an ongoing further study.

-------------------------------------
주 1. ‘Genius Loci’ which originated from the ancient Roman religion is

the distinctive atmosphere or pervading spirit of a place(Schulz,

1979:27).

주 2. A palimpsest is a manuscript page from a scroll or book that has

been scraped off and used again. This term is frequently used in

architectural theories which are based on semiology. In an archi-

tectural theory, when the trace of the past is discovered on the

design of the target site, the target site is compared to the

palimpsest. Peter Eisenman is an a leading architect in inducing

design theories by comparing a palimpsest.

주 3. ‘Tectonic' refers to power which can shake the ground such as

volcano and earthquake.
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